Top Packaging Careers | Expect to be Recruiting in 2018
With the recent publication of 2018 trends in Packaging, I expect we'll see an uptick in particular roles in 2018.
This year, Packaging Digest published, “10 Hottest Careers in the Consumer Packaging Industry”, which
dovetails with Mintel's, “Five Global Packaging Trends for 2018".
Mintel has said that "reducing global food and product waste", along with "marine conservation" and "clear
and succinct messaging" are some of the biggest trends in consumer packaging for 2018. Couple those trends
with Packaging Digests' hottest careers, such as Packaging Engineer, Packaging Designer,
Compliance Manager and Food Scientist as well as Assembly Line Operators, Packaging Specialists and
Consumer Behavior Analysts, and I believe we have a clear picture of what the recruiting landscape will look
like in the Packaging industry in 2018.

(Cont. on next page)

Consumers are doing more online shopping than ever, including groceries, thus creating a need for labels and
packaging to be clear and concise, but also, we are a new frontier of consumers who want all information in a
soundbite fashion. It has to be something we can glance at and get all pertinent information. I believe this is
going to be one of the largest challenges for, both, Packaging Designers and Consumer Behavior Analysts in
the coming years.
As consumers we want more bang for our buck, in addition to becoming more aware of the wastefulness
we're subject to with food waste. As the industry continues to innovate ways to extend the food freshness to
reduce waste, the technical roles in the industry are projected to grow to further innovate on existing
packaging.
The 2018 trends definitely validate Packaging Digest's ten hot jobs in the Packaging Industry. I look forward to
being your talent resource as you grow these teams in 2018.
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Melissa works in various industries but has spent the last year developing and building
out the Packaging and Plastics Practice area at PinPoint Solutions. Due to economic ebbs
and flows, one industry remains a constant and that is Packaging and Plastics in the
consumer industries. As we have grown this business, we continue to develop
relationships with companies focusing on the actual packaging as well as packaging
equipment organizations who supply these organizations.
To stay up to date on our Packaging & Plastics Practice Area, including industry news and
job openings, visit our newly updated website that features updates about our Packaging
and Plastics business, www.pin-pointsolutions.com/practice-area-packagingplastics or
follow our LinkedIn Showcase Page HERE.

